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CAP CAMARAT 9.0 CC

LE CAP CAMARAT 9.0 CC : Fishing, Family Fun
and... innovative!
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AN INNOVATIVE CENTER CONSOLE
A truly seductive new model is joining the JEANNEAU range: a new day boat boasting a very
elegant design.
The CAP CAMARAT 9.0 CENTER CONSOLE, the new flagship of the CAP CAMARAT line, can
accommodate up to 11 people on board.
The CAP CAMARAT 9.0 CENTER CONSOLE ingeniously blends the performance of a fishing
boat (with a hull designed by Michael Peters, single and twin engines for up to 2 x 250 HP), the
comfort of a family fishing boat, and the design of a high-end model.
With a surprising interior, this new standout outboard model features an innovative and bright
living space for comfortably spending one or two nights aboard.

CAP CAMARAT 9.0 CC :
A true day boat for fishing & family fun.

With her strong personality, the CAP CAMARAT 9.0 CENTER CONSOLE offers multiple possibilities
for fun outings on the water with family and friends. This new Center Console perfectly combines
features for fishing and entertaining for tremendous versatility and the enjoyment of all on board!

Incomparable Comfort and Space On Board
The CAP CAMARAT 9.0 CENTER CONSOLE meets the standards of high-performance fishing
boats of the latest generation, with exceptionally fluid movement about the deck.
Features such as the protective centre console, the wrap-around dashboard and seating for three
facing the sea all enhance your comfort while under way.
Sidedecks without steps translate into an impressive ease of movement about the deck.
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CAP CAMARAT 9.0 CC :
A true day boat for fishing & family fun.
To the aft, a deep central bench seat, a true sofa, and two folding bench seats contribute
to the feeling of spaciousness and comfort in the very large cockpit.
The spacious aft cockpit incorporates the latest evolutions of the line and can be
configured to suit the programme for the day. It can accommodate a table to create a
very nice cockpit saloon, but it can also be transformed into a very large sundeck.
Designed for relaxation and well-being, the CAP CAMARAT 9.0 CENTER CONSOLE
features a superb forward cockpit! Comprised of a true daybed and forward saloon,
entirely transformable into a vast sundeck.
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CAP CAMARAT 9.0 CC :
A true day boat for fishing & family fun.
A Modular Layout for Fishing and Family Fun
The extreme modularity of the CAP CAMARAT 9.0 CENTER CONSOLE adds to the
dedicated equipment designed for a diverse array of activities. The leaning post
contains a fully equipped exterior galley (refrigerator, faucet, gas burner...).
Fishing net storage, rod holders, live wells and diverse additional storage lockers
facilitate fishing activities.
The aft cockpit opens onto a very large storage locker that can accommodate a
generator or an air conditioning unit.
The daybed can be lifted up to provide direct access to the cabin, bathing the interior
in light!
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CAP CAMARAT 9.0 CC :
A true day boat for fishing & family fun.

A Complete, Innovative Interior Layout
Life aboard the CAP CAMARAT 9.0 CENTER CONSOLE is exceptional.
For the first time aboard a Center Console of this size, you have a double
central berth and an independent head and shower compartment. With
this combination, this model is unique in her class!
This model expands your possibilities, enabling you to extend your stay
while anchored in dream locations by spending the night aboard!
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CAP CAMARAT 9.0 CC

General Provisory Specifications
Overall length ..................................................................................... 9.12 m / 29’11’’
Hull length ........................................................................................... 7.96 m / 26’1’’
Overall beam .......................................................................................... 2.98 m / 9’9’’
Draft ...................................................................................................... 0.65 m / 2’1’’
Weight without engine .................................................................. 2380 kg / 5247 lbs
Fuel capacity ............................................................................ 2 x 200 L / 2x53 Us Gal
Water capacity ............................................................................ 100 L / 26 Us Gal
Berths ................................................................................................................. 2
Cabins ..................................................................................................................... 1
Max. power ......................................................................... 350 CV (HP) - 2 x 250 CV (HP)
CE category (in process) ............................................................... B8-C11 (in progress)
Architects / Designers ....................................................................................................
.............................................................................................................. Sarrazin Design
............................................................................................................ Jeanneau Design

